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Introduction

The assembly of an artificial cell is an attractive approach to
gain a deeper understanding of the essence of cellular systems
and their origins on Earth[1–3] and will also provide unprece-
dented opportunities for biotechnology.[4] An advantage of
using the artificial cell is its defined and controllable compo-
nents, which enable the determination of operation principles
of cellular systems under controlled conditions. Several re-
searchers are engaged in attempts to assemble an artificial cell
by two complementary approaches: the bottom-up and top-
down approaches.[5] In the former, artificial cell models have
been constructed with chemically simple components, such as
fatty-acid membranes,[1, 6–8] and ribozymes.[9, 10] In the latter ap-
proach, artificial cells are being constructed from contempo-
rary proteins or phospholipids. Several enzymatic reactions
have been performed in liposomes or emulsions as artificial
cell models,[11–17] and plans for a minimal gene set sufficient for
self-replication have been presented.[2, 18] Although the individ-
ual reactions are available in liposomes, the ability to coordi-
nate them into an integrated system is still lacking.[4]

In either approach, one of the major challenges is the con-
struction of a system for the replication of genetic information.
In the bottom-up approach, replication by ribozymes has im-
proved but is still limited.[19] In the top-down approach, gene
replication by proteins in liposomes has been performed by
externally added replication enzymes.[12, 20] However, genetic in-
formation is replicated by the self-encoded replicase (Rep) in
all living systems, which we term a self-encoding system. Re-
cently, we constructed a self-encoding system in liposomes,
which consisted of a sense RNA (S) that encoded the b subunit
of RNA-dependent RNA polymerase of the Qb phage (Qb Rep)
as the genetic information and a reconstituted translation
system, in which all components were purified individually
(Figure 1 A).[21] Qb Rep is a heterotetramer composed of a b su-

bunit and three host proteins: ribosomal protein S1 and elon-
gation factors TuACHTUNGTRENNUNG(EF-Tu) and TsACHTUNGTRENNUNG(EF-Ts). As all the host factors
are included in the reconstituted translation system, mature
Qb Rep is generated by providing only the b subunit.[22] Hence,
in this system, the b subunit of Qb Rep is first synthesized from
the sense RNA to form Qb Rep, which then replicates the
sense RNA by synthesis of complementary antisense RNA.

In the self-encoding system, the sense RNA participates in
two reactions: translation of the Rep and replication of RNA. In
such cases, these two reactions must be coordinated for effi-
cient replication, because they can compete for the sense RNA,
as reported in RNA phage,[23, 24] where the ribosome (Rib) and
Rep compete for the same genomic RNA. Thus, there could be
a dilemma. More replication by self-encoded Rep would re-
quire higher levels of Rep expression, while excessive expres-

In all living systems, the genetic information is replicated by the
self-encoded replicase (Rep); this can be said to be a self-encod-
ing system. Recently, we constructed a self-encoding system in
liposomes as an artificial cell model, consisting of a reconstituted
translation system and an RNA encoding the catalytic subunit of
Qb Rep and the RNA was replicated by the self-encoded Rep pro-
duced by the translation reaction. In this system, both the ribo-
some (Rib) and Rep bind to the same RNA for translation and
replication, respectively. Thus, there could be a dilemma: effective

RNA replication requires high levels of Rep translation, but exces-
sive translation in turn inhibits replication. Herein, we actually
observed the competition between the Rib and Rep, and evaluat-
ed the effect for RNA replication by constructing a kinetic model
that quantitatively explained the behavior of the self-encoding
system. Both the experimental and theoretical results consistently
indicated that the balance between translation and replication is
critical for an efficient self-encoded system, and we determined
the optimum balance.
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sion triggered by binding of the Ribs, would inhibit replication.
In this study, we examined whether there is competition be-
tween the Rib and Rep in our self-encoding system, and if so,
what is the optimum Rib concentration for efficient replication.
The answers to these questions will contribute not only to the
construction of an artificial cell containing more efficient repli-
cation systems, but will also provide knowledge on how toACHTUNGTRENNUNGcoordinate different reaction systems into an integrated self-
encoding system.

In the self-encoding system, we did, in fact, observe compe-
tition between the Rib and Rep for the sense RNA; increasing
the Rib concentration facilitated translation, but excessive Rib
levels inhibited replication, depending on the affinity of the
Rib for the sense RNA. To quantitatively evaluate the effect of
this competition on RNA synthesis, we constructed a kinetic

model that considered the competition between the Rib and
the Rep for the sense RNA. The experimental results wereACHTUNGTRENNUNGexplained well by the model and independently determined
parameters. Furthermore, we established a strategy to estimate
the optimum Rib concentration for the efficient replication of
genetic information in an artificial cell.

Results

Kinetic model

We modified the previous kinetic model of Qb Rep[25, 26] (for de-
tails see the Supporting Information) to quantitatively describe
the reactions in the self-encoding system, which include trans-
lation, antisense strand (As) synthesis and the competitionACHTUNGTRENNUNGbetween them (Figure 1 B). We evaluated As synthesis as an
index of replication of the genetic information for conven-
ience. The As is a copy of the genetic information, and its effi-
cient synthesis is necessary for effective self-encoding replica-
tion. The kinetic model was composed of only one sense RNA,
ribosomes (Ribs) and replicase (Rep) produced by the Ribs. The
characteristic feature is the competition between the Rib and
Rep. The competition effect observed is the inhibition of trans-
lation and replication when both the Rib and Rep bind to the
same RNA (see below for details).

The Rib binds to the ribosome-binding sequence at the
5’ end of the sense strand RNA (S). The Rep binds to the 3’ end
sequence—the start site of replication.[27] Thus, both the Rib
and Rep bind to the same RNA to form a Rep–Rib–RNA com-
plex (Rep–Rib–S), which we assumed was unable to produce
full-length As or the Rep subunit.[23] The K Rib

M and K Rep
M are the

Michaelis constants, they indicate the affinity of the sense RNA
for the Rib and Rep, respectively; kRep

cat is the rate constant for
As synthesis from the Rep–RNA complex (Rep–S), and kRib

cat is
the rate constant for the translation of Rep from the Rib–RNA
complex (Rib–S). The synthesis rates of Rep (VRep) and As RNA
(VAs) were derived from this kinetic model based on the as-
sumptions described below (see Experimental Section for deri-
vations).

The total concentration of the sense strand RNA was as-
sumed to remain constant during the reaction because sense
strand synthesis was negligible over the experimental time-
scale.[21] The concentration of single stranded sense RNA can
be reduced by double-stranded RNA formation with the As.
However, this was also negligible as the As was synthesized at
a concentration only one tenth that of the sense strand (Fig-ACHTUNGTRENNUNGures S5 and S6). The binding of the Rib and Rep to the sense
strand was assumed to occur substantially faster than the sub-
sequent polymerization steps, which is consistent with previ-
ous observations,[28, 29] and thus, binding was assumed to be at
equilibrium.

Parameter determination under noncompetitive conditions

According to the equations shown in the Experimental Section,
VRep and VAs are represented as functions of parameters that
can be determined experimentally. The parameters were deter-

Figure 1. A) Scheme of the self-encoding system. Sense RNA serves as the
genetic information. The catalytic subunit of RNA Rep is translated from
sense RNA and matured by association with the components included in
the reconstituted translation system. The matured Rep synthesizes the anti-
sense strand and then the sense strand to complete the replication reaction.
B) Scheme of the kinetic model. Ribosome (Rib) and replicase (Rep) bind
sense RNA (S). These binding processes are assumed to be in equilibrium.
The K Rib

M and K Rep
M are Michaelis constants, and kRib

cat and kRep
cat are the rate con-

stants for translation by the Rib and antisense strand (As) synthesis by Rep,
respectively. In this model, both As synthesis and translation from the Rep–
Rib–RNA complex are neglected. C) Schematic representation of the sense
strand RNAs. The sequence (ca. 1880 bases) of the b subunit of Qb Rep was
embedded in MDV-1(+) RNA or MDV-1(�) RNA (ca. 220 bases). A U-rich 15-
mer sequence was added to MDV(�)b(+) to produce MDV(�)TR-b(+), which
has a higher affinity for ribosomes.
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mined individually under conditions in which there was no
competition between the Rep and Rib. These conditions were
achieved experimentally by employing an excess of the sense
RNA relative to both the Rib and Rep. Under these conditions,
VRep and VAs are written as Michaelis–Menten equations, which
eases the experimental determination of the kinetic parame-
ters (for details see Figures S1–S4). Thus, we determined the
parameters for translation by Ribs (K Rib

M , kRib
cat), for replication by

Rep (K Rep
M , kRep

cat ), the active ratio of Rep (aRep) and the active
ratio of Rib (aRib) independently under noncompetitive condi-
tions for all three sense RNA sequences used (Table 1). TheACHTUNGTRENNUNGparameters aRep and aRib are the fraction of Rep and Rib mole-
cules, respectively, that are enzymatically active. The three
sense RNA constructs are shown schematically in Figure 1 C.
MDV(+)b(+) and MDV(�)b(+) carry the Qb Rep b-subunit se-
quence on the plus and minus strand, respectively, of the
known, amplifiable RNA sequence, MDV-1.[30] MDV(�)TR-b(+),
which carries a 15-mer U-rich sequence insertion at the 5’ end
of the ribosome-binding sequence of the b subunit of
MDV(�)b(+), showed an increased affinity for the Rib (smaller
K Rib

M ) than did MDV(�)b(+). Note that MDV(�)TR-b(+) also
showed a difference in the active ratio of the translated repli-
case, arep, which decreased when the Rib concentration was in-
creased; the ratios for the other RNAs were almost constant
(see the legends of Table 1 and Figure S4). Detailed procedures
for parameter determination are described in the
Supporting Information (Figures S1–S4).

Comparison of theoretical prediction to experi-
mental results under competitive conditions

From the equations shown in the Experimental Sec-
tion and the parameters determined in the experi-
ments in the absence of competition, we were able
to predict the experimental results in the presence
of competition, where RNA concentration was lower
than the Rib concentration. In this case, the fraction
of RNA bound by both the Rib and Rep increased,
and thus the competition effect became significant.
In the following sections, we describe the measure-
ment of translation and As synthesis at a lower RNA
concentration (70 nm) together with the results of

the comparison with the prediction. If these two outcomes are
similar, then the results support the validity of the model. The
theoretical predictions of VRep and VAs are relatively sensitive to
aRib and kRep

cat , respectively, but if these changes are within the
experimental error then no significant changes to the theoreti-
cal predictions are necessary.

Translation of Rep under competitive conditions

First, we measured the translation of the Rep b subunit in the
absence of RNA synthesis ; this was achieved by omitting UTP
from the reaction mixture. In this experiment, Rep can bind to
the sense strand, but cannot synthesize As. Here, the competi-
tion effect can exist because both the Rib and Rep can bind to
the sense RNA, but the effect should be negligible because the
Rib is in excess compared to the Rep. With all three RNAs, the
time courses were linear until 60 min (Figure S5 A), and the
slopes are plotted in Figure 2 (*). For MDV(+)b(+) and
MDV(�)b(+), the translation rates increased linearly as the Rib
concentration increased. For MDV(�)TR-b(+), the translation
rate was almost saturated at a Rib concentration of 450 nm.

Next, we measured the translation of the Rep b subunit in
the presence of RNA synthesis when UTP was included (UTP+),
and both translation and As synthesis by the translated Rep
occurred simultaneously. The time courses were also linear
until 60 min (Figure S5 B), and the slopes are plotted in
Figure 2 for each sense RNA (~). The translation rates in the
presence of RNA synthesis (UTP + ) were slightly higher than
that in the absence of RNA synthesis (UTP�) for MDV(+)b(+)
and MDV(�)b(+). A similar enhancement of translation was re-
ported previously, which was explained as the newly synthe-
sized sense RNA acting as an efficient template.[31] The theoret-
ical predictions calculated from the equations and parameters
(black line) were similar to the experimental results in theACHTUNGTRENNUNGabsence of RNA synthesis (UTP�) for all template RNAs. This
similarity is reasonable because the parameters used for the
prediction were determined in the absence of RNA synthesis.
Taken together, the experimental results were explained well
by our kinetic model and parameters in both the absence and
presence of RNA synthesis differed from predicted values by

Table 1. Kinetic parameters of the self-encoding system.

K Rep
M kRep

cat K Rib
M kRib

cat

[nm] ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[min�1] [nm] ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[min�1]

MDV(+)b(+) 23�9 0.25�0.03 330�40 0.035�0.025[a]

MDV(�)b(+) 12�5 0.25�0.02 210�20 0.014�0.0004[a]

MDV(�)TR-b(+) 13�4 0.18�0.01 22�3 0.044�0.002

The active ratio of ribosomes (aRib) was estimated to be 0.17 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(�0.02). The
active ratios of Qb replicase (aRep) were estimated to be 1.0 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(�0.1), 0.64-ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(�0.09) and 1.1 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(�0.1)�0.0014 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(�0.0003) � [Ribt] for MDV(+)b(+),
MDV(�)b(+) and MDV(�)TR-b(+), respectively. See Figures S3 and S4 for
details. [a] In the presence of RNA synthesis (Figure 3 C), 1.5-fold values
were used.

Figure 2. Replicase (Rep) b-subunit translation rate. Experimentally, the level of translated
b subunit was measured at various Rib concentrations in the absence (UTP�, *) or pres-
ence (UTP + , ~) of RNA synthesis. The time-course curves (Figure S5) were subjected to
linear regression and the slopes were plotted for each sense RNA. The error bars indicate
standard errors. Theoretically, the translation rate was calculated from Equations (2) and
(4), and the parameters shown in Table 1 (black line). Theoretically calculated values �
standard deviation lines are also shown (gray lines; see the Supporting Information text
for details).
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less than twofold. The similarity of the experimental
results to the theoretical predictions was not surpris-
ing because the competition effect should be negli-
gible for the translation reaction due to the excess
amount of Ribs relative to that of Rep. The enhanc-
ing effect was included in our model by a 1.5-fold
increase in kRep

cat for MDV(+)b(+) and MDV(�)b(+) in
the next section.

Antisense strand (As) synthesis under competitive
conditions

We measured As synthesis in the absence or pres-
ence of translation. In the absence of translation,
serine and lysine, which are the second and third
amino acid residues in the b subunit, respectively,
were omitted, and purified Qb Rep (20 nm) was
added, the aRep of which has been estimated to be
20 %.[29] In this experiment, the competition effect
should be observed as the Rib binds to the sense
strand RNA. Because Qb Rep is known to becomeACHTUNGTRENNUNGinactivated at the late phase of the reaction,[29] we
measured As synthesis only at the early phase,
during which the time course remained linear (up to
9–12 min; Figure S6), and the slopes are plotted in
Figure 3 A (*). The As synthesis rates decreased
slightly with increasing Rib concentration for
MDV(+)b(+) and MDV(�)b(+) and markedly for
MDV(�)TR-b(+). The theoretical predictions showed
a similar tendency (black line); this indicates that the
model was able to adequately explain the competi-
tion effect.

Next, we examined whether the model could ex-
plain the results in the presence of translation when
the As was synthesized by the de novo translated
Rep (Figure 3 B). Because the Rep was translated lin-
early over time (Figure S5) and the antisense strands
were also synthesized linearly when Rep was added
(Figure S6), then As synthesis by the de novo trans-
lated Rep should be proportional to the time squared. There-
fore, we fitted the time-course data with Equation (1):

½Ast� ¼ aexpðt�tlagÞ2 þ b ð1Þ

where [Ast] is the total antisense strand concentration at time
t ; aexp is the experimentally measured coefficient of t2

and represents the acceleration of As synthesis; tlag is the lag
time for the appearance of active Rep caused by the period re-
quired for the Rep to be translated; and b is a constant repre-
senting the background signal. Curve fitting was performed
with aexp as a variable parameter for both the Rib and sense
RNA concentrations with tlag and b as common parameters for
all Rib concentrations and as a variable parameter for sense
RNAs (Figure 3 B). As a result, tlag was similar for all sense RNAs,
with values of 2.5, 2.6 and 3.1 min for MDV(+)b(+),
MDV(�)b(+) and MDV(�)TR-b(+), respectively. Values of aexp,
the coefficients of t2, are plotted in Figure 3 C (*). For

MDV(+)b(+) and MDV(�)b(+), aexp increased as the Rib con-
centration increased. In contrast, the Rib concentration de-
pendency of aexp showed a bell-shaped curve for MDV(�)TR-
b(+) ; this indicates that an excess of Ribs inhibited the replica-
tion reaction.

We investigated whether the experimental results could be
explained by the kinetic model with the competition effect. In
the model, aexp can be written as 1=2kRep

cat � g � aRep � VRep [Eq. (8)] ,
as shown in the Experimental Section, when all parameters
were already known (Table 1). The calculated aexp values (black
line) were close to the experimental data (*) for all sense RNAs
examined; this indicates that the kinetic model with the com-
petition effect sufficiently explained the experimental results of
these sense RNAs. For MDV(�)TR-b(+), the calculated aexp

values formed a bell-shaped curve as did the experimental re-
sults. According to the model, the inhibition of As synthesis by
the Ribs for MDV(�)TR-b(+) was mainly attributed to two fac-
tors: 1) the higher affinity of MDV(�)TR-b(+) for Ribs (smaller

Figure 3. Antisense strand (As) synthesis. The three columns show the results for
MDV(+)b(+), MDV(�)b(+) and MDV(�)TR-b(+). A) Antisense strand synthesis rates byACHTUNGTRENNUNGpurified Rep. Experimentally, As synthesis by the purified Rep (20 nm ; the active fraction
was approximately 20 %) was measured at various Rib concentrations in the absence of
the amino acids, serine and lysine (i.e. , without translational elongation). The time-course
curves (Figure S6) were subjected to linear regression, and the slopes were plotted for
each sense RNA (*). The error bars indicate standard errors. Theoretically, the As synthe-
sis rates were calculated from Equations (3), (5) and (6), with the parameters shown in
Table 1 (black line). Theoretically calculated values � standard deviation lines are also
shown (gray lines). B) Time-course curves of As synthesis by the de novo translated Rep.
The results were fitted to Equation (1), and the experimentally measured coefficients of
t2 (aexp) are plotted (C). The insets show Rib concentrations. C) Coefficients of t2 ; the ex-
perimental results are plotted (*). The theoretical equivalents of aexp, 1=2kRep

cat � g � aRep �
VRep, were calculated from the parameters shown in Table 1 (black line). Theoretically cal-
culated values � standard deviation lines are also shown (gray lines).
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K Rib
M value), which increased the fraction of RNA capable of

binding to Ribs, resulted in a more severe competition effect,
and 2) decrease in the aRep when the Rib concentration wasACHTUNGTRENNUNGincreased (Table 1, legends). Note, that even if we assumed a
constant aRep, the calculated aexp values for MDV(�)TR-b(+)
showed a bell-shaped curve (Figure S7).

Discussion

Herein, we demonstrated experimentally that in the self-en-
coding system, competition between the Rib and Rep for the
sense RNA occurred and significantly affected antisense strand
(As) synthesis. Although the self-encoding system has more
than 100 gene products,[21] our kinetic model, which is charac-
terized by a few parameters, explained both the Rep b-subunit
translation rates and the As synthesis rates quantitatively (Fig-
ures 2 and 3). As shown in the bell-shaped curve (Figure 3 C)
for MDV(�)TR-b(+), more translation did not simply result in
more As synthesis in the self-encoding system because exces-
sive Rib concentration inhibited As synthesis due to the com-
petition effect. The As is the intermediate of RNA replication,
and therefore, this result demonstrated that the balance be-
tween translation and replication was critical for efficient repli-
cation by the self-encoded Rep. From the kinetic model we
were able to address the questions of the optimum Rib con-
centration for replication of RNA by the self-encoding Rep in
the presence of competition. The results indicated that the op-
timum active Rib concentration is equal to K Rib

M , when half of
the RNAs are bound by Ribs and the other half are available
for Rep (see the Supporting Information for the derivation).
The K Rib

M for MDV(�)TR-b(+) was 22 nm (Table 1), and theACHTUNGTRENNUNGexperimentally measured optimum Rib concentration was
150 nm (Figure 3 C). As the active Rib ratio was 0.17, the experi-
mentally measured concentration of optimum active Rib was
approximately 26 nm, which is close to the K Rib

M value.
Replication of RNAs by Qb Rep and the translation of some

enzymes from the RNAs were reported previously.[31–33] The
competition between the Rib and Rep has also been ob-
served.[23, 24] In these previous studies, translation of viral pro-
teins and RNA synthesis by a Rep were measured in crude ex-
tracts,[31–33] in which unknown components and concentrations
limited the quantitative analysis of the competition effect. In
addition, the translation of Rep and the replication by the self-
encoded enzyme did not occur simultaneously in these stud-
ies. Instead, the Rep was added externally, and thus, the effect
of the competition for the self-encoding systems has not been
evaluated. Herein, we used a pure, reconstituted, self-encoding
system as an experimental model, in which we could control
the concentration of all the components. Therefore, we were
able to determine the parameters experimentally and present
the kinetic model that explained the competition effect quanti-
tatively. This is an advantage of a reconstructed system like an
artificial cell.

Although the self-encoding system used here does not exist
in nature, the kinetic model and concepts obtained herein
would be applicable to other self-encoding systems, such as
RNA virus replication. Indeed, during Qb phage infection, both

the replication of the genome and translation of phage protein
occur simultaneously and can compete for the RNA
genome.[34] The kinetic model we constructed would contrib-
ute to the quantitative understanding of RNA phage replica-
tion systems, one of the self-encoding systems. It is of interest
to examine whether the K Rib

M values of phage genome RNA are
optimized for replication at the cellular Rib concentration.

A number of researchers, including our group, are engaged
in attempts to assemble an artificial cell ;[1, 2, 5, 21] however, sever-
al hurdles remain to be overcome. One of the difficulties lies in
coordinating several reactions without disturbing any one of
them.[4] Here, we examined the interaction of two reactions,
translation and replication, and found the optimum conditions
under which both processes work well. Although we used a
self-encoding system composed of RNA and proteins, any self-
encoding system should suffer from the same competition
effect as long as information molecules have dual roles, the
two roles are in competition and the two roles are played at
high frequency. The results obtained herein should contribute
to the construction of an artificial cell, including an efficient
system for the replication of genetic information.

Experimental Section

Reagents : The reconstituted in vitro translation system (PURE
system) was purchased from Post-Genome Institute (Tokyo, Japan).
Purified Qb Rep was prepared as described previously.[29, 35] The
standard reaction mixture was the same as that described previ-
ously except that it contained sense RNA template (70 nm) and
Ribs at the indicated concentrations.[21] The mixtures were incubat-
ed at 37 8C. The template RNAs were prepared by in vitro transcrip-
tion from each plasmid.[29] Plasmid construction is described in the
Supporting Information.

Measurement of the antisense strand (As) and replicase (Rep) b-
subunit concentrations : Antisense RNA concentration was mea-
sured by strand-specific quantitative real-time PCR as described
previously.[21] Curve fitting was performed with KaleidaGraph (Syn-
ergy, Reading, PA, USA) or GraphPad (Prism, San Diego, CA, USA).
The translated Rep b subunit was quantified by [35S]-methionineACHTUNGTRENNUNGincorporation (19 kBq mL�1; Amersham, Bucks, UK), followed by
SDS-PAGE as described previously.[21]

Equations [Eq. (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6)]: From the kinetic model
(Figure 1 B) and the assumptions described in the text, the rates of
the synthesis of Rep and As RNA were derived as shown below (for
details, see the Supporting Information):

VRep ¼ kRib
cat � ½Rib� S� ð2Þ

VAs ¼ kRep
cat � ½Rep� S� ð3Þ

½Rib� S� ¼ 1
2
ðK Rib

M þ ½St� þ aRib½Ribt�

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðK Rib
M þ ½St� þ aRib½Ribt�Þ2 � 4½St�aRib½Ribt�

q

Þ
ð4Þ

½Rep� S� ¼ aRep½Rept� � g ð5Þ

g ¼ ½Rep� S�
aRep½Rept�

¼ 1
K Rep

M
ð½St ��½Rib�S�Þ þ 1þ ðaRib ½Ribt ��½Rib�S�Þ

K Rib
M

ð6Þ
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VRep and VAs are Rep translation and As synthesis rates, respectively;
aRep and aRib are the active ratios of Rep and Rib, respectively; [St] ,
[Rept] and [Ribt] are the total concentrations of sense strand RNA,
Rep and Rib, respectively; and g is the ratio of Rep–RNA complex
(Rep–S) to total Rep (Rept), which indicates the magnitude of the
competition effect. Increasing Rib concentration decreases g and
subsequently decreases VAs because the equilibrium moves to the
Rib-bound form, which cannot be used for As synthesis, depending
on the affinity of the Rib for sense RNA (K Rib

M ). Note that the Rib can
inhibit replication by reducing the g value, whereas Rep does not
inhibit translation under these experimental conditions because of
the excess RNA in comparison to Rep.

As VRep is constant over time, total Rep concentration is given as
follows [Eq. (7)]:

½Rept� ¼ V Rep � t ð7Þ

Since g and aRep are constant over time, total antisense strand con-
centration ([Ast]) is given by Equations (3), (5) and (7) as follows
[Eq. (8)]:

½Ast� ¼
1
2
� kRep

cat � g � aRep � VRep � t2 ð8Þ

As shown in Equation (8), the concentration of total antisense
strand (As) is proportional to t2 in our experiments because AsACHTUNGTRENNUNGsynthesis rate is proportional to the Rep concentration, which in-
creases linearly over time.
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